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Manual steering gear box lube

For bodies only Mopar Forums Home Forums &gt; Mopar Technical Forums &gt; Early Discussions A-Body &gt; (You must log in or register to reply here.) · Discussion Starter • #1 • March 30, 2009 What is the right liquid - Grease for manual steering box 68? How do you test it? How does a new liquid - grease get installed? I don't see a
filling hole. I guess it's simple, but I want to check it right. Thank you.. · Use the two screws in the attached image to check/fill. The utility manual says to use a waterproof EP lubricant, not sure exactly what it is. I hope someone answers with the right kind of fluid. 114.8 KB views: 3,626 · Grease a good quality gun! And I pour her some
lubricant in 90wt gear, too. It's leaking drips, so I know. · Starter discussion • #5 • March 31, 2009 · Never use gease!! This is the wrong replication for the flowing oil product and replaces lubricant that has been pressed from suraces, grease not. Classic is how many old English axes had a fleece nipple, so it was soothing that it got
grease... Even today's service stores put it down without reading the service manual.... These cars then have a reputation for wandering down the road. The service manual says 90 gear oil should be used with a grease gun. · Step, I'm almost certain GM uses grease a gun in them! I know years ago that I removed my top and the gun gas
was like inside it, which is why I came back in W/Shosh's lubricant equipment. Sorry about that, dam hats! Lior Hillel, I removed my top and my cannon... yes, that's what I found with each of the steering boxes mentioned above... 10 of them, each wearing the main shaft and bush, side movement... It's this area where it's affected not the
gears. I ended up spraying the pirs, and... After 50 years the worm wheels where ok... · Saginaw Engineering has always recommended a good grade of lithium-based 3D (joint ball) grease. They got out of the manual steering equipment business sometime in the mid-'80s. Clearly, no one weighed 20, 30, or even 40 years of service life
for their components. There have also been improvements in grease (i.e. synthetics) that are more heat resistant, more durable for longer, etc. than 20+ year old recommendations of Saginaw Engineering. Jim · here's everything you've ever wanted to know about the steering manual gearbox: great, thanks again! A word about lubricating
the correct manual steering wheel lubricant is GM #12377985 available from most GM dealers. or use good quality lithium grease (grease a ball joint in a tube.) Currently there are probably synthetic types of grease that may be very acceptable as well. I just don't have any information about them. You want grease in your oil gear. If you
replace oil in its place, oil will start almost immediately. Don't fill the equipment any more than that. It just needs to be 3/4 full of fat. You need air pockets in gear to allow for an expansion of grease with engine temperature. Also there is a ball nut inside the equipment that crosses back and forth when you navigate left and right. You need
air pockets around the nut so you don't always squeeze fat back and forth around the nut and cause friction in gear. Finally, some of the oil will separate from the fat over time. The air pockets in gear help the internal movement of the gear components mix the grease. · I rebuilt mine and oil equipment tends to leak out. The headlines tend
to bake the seal from the appropriate nut. I typically add grease in spring time when I first take it. It's easy to tell when it gets low because the steering gets really sloppy. · What's the best way to fill the steering box? If it fills up through one of the bolt guys like in the picture above, does it look like it's going to be hard to get grease in there?
How do you know when it's full, too? Thank you · See, I thought it was a gun grease! Lior Hillel Dion Starter • #1 • December 23, 2003 I noticed that there is lubricant leaking out of my manual steering equipment. What lubricant should be used? Did you just undo the nut and adjust the screw and add it? I know it means problem but I want
to add lubricant and see if it stops vibration occurring during any kind of input to navigate left hand no matter how easy. Haynes' guide says general lubricant or lubricant in steering gear, but what is it? Thanks, Skip. The chassis lubricant is what the 1966 chassis service manual says for manual steering equipment. Rocky · And here's how
to check/add some 3D grease; I'm using Mumley, 1. Remove the center screw in the Pittman cover (i.e. the cover with three screws in it and is a type of triangle shaped) and the top most screw 2. Pump grease in the center hole until it drips slightly out of the upper bolthole, so it's full. 4. Reinstall both screws and torque specification 4.
Take a ride and have a good time!!!!!!!! · Discussion Starter • #4 • December 23, 2003 Thanks for the help. I think I understand how to add the lubricant but still not sure which lubricant to use. Are we talking about 3D grease like I have in my little tub for bearings, etc.? Oh, we're talking about grease like I put in a grease gun to lubricate
bullet joints etc? Or something else entirely? Sorry I was a little crowded here but I don't want to add the wrong things and then try to wash it off. Thanks again, Skip. Where I work, we use the same grease for both of them, Castrol Pyroplex. · Jaundiced, first of all, I want to explain that if I don't know the right answer to the question, I'll look
it up in a service manual or other publication. I wouldn't guess. However, from the 1971 Chevrolet Service Manual: Steering Equipment, Manual: Steering Equipment is a factory filled with steering lubricant. .... If a seal is replaced or the equipment is renovated, the equipment house must be refiled #1051052 (13 ounces) of gear steering
lubricant which meets GM GM specification 4673M or equivalent. NOTE: Do not use EP chassis lubricant to lubricate the equipment. Don't impose housing on the day anymore. It tells me there must be something different about the right lubter material, and the right lubter material is what I would use. Just my opinion, · Discussion starter •
#7 • December 24, 2003 Well I guess that answers the question. Leave it to GM even in the '70s to get you to go to Mr. Goodwinch. Thanks for the help! · Maybe for the first time, I'm going to disagree with BillK, today lubricants are much better on the lubricants of 60 and 70 and JimL82 posted to use a lithium-based lubricant. While I
agree to look for the right information, what is available for these cars is obsolete. I personally used 3D grease in many manual steering boxes, having been in the repair industry for 38 years, mostly in the light and heavy trucking areas. I hope this helps. StangerSite 2008 All images, diagrams, text and illustration are property of
StangersSite and can not be copied or reproduced without the express written permission of the ford web administrator's non-integral steering box style Ford manual-style steering box (those that do not have power steering fluid running through them), use internal oil as lubricant - not liquid. This grease is grease in front of me or lithium
based as used to grease the suspension and steering link. It is thick enough to cling to the inner pieces as they move but soft enough to flow through the box as well. The position of the steering box near the exhaust manile and the engine also causes the oil to soften and move freely. A liquid lubricant will sit to the bottom of the hull and
leak out the bottom seal. The inside of the steering box should be fully packed with as much grease as possible with very few air pockets. When the suspension cabinet block moves up and back to the input shaft, and the sector shaft teeth move across the suspension, they have to push the grease back and forth inside the box, constantly
redistributing the grease and keeping the pieces covered at all times. A steering box full enough wouldn't be enough grease in it to flow around the pieces would be just what grease clings to them for oil. Soon this grease will wear off and the pieces will be rubbing metal into metal. It's not really possible over a steering box with grease if it's
ventilated somehow. Boxes with long shafts don't have a seal where the shaft comes in, and excess fat will find its way there. Short input shaft boxes have filling plugs with ventilation and excess fat will be forced out there. Grease coming out of the box in these areas is not a sign of problems - it only unloads excess grease and will stop
when compared. Pin the steering box Locate the fill plug above the steering box. This is usually a hollow metal plug with a 1/2-inch magic shape on top. Note: As mounted in the car, small boxes such as used in The Early Cougars and Falcons have a filling plug located at the lower end of the housing. Cars such as Fairlance, Torinos,
Galaxies and Mavericks have the plug filling towards the top of the housing. Check the pictures above and determine what positioning style your box has. In the Bottom Plug style boxes, turn the steering wheel all the way to the right. In the Top Plug Style boxes, turn the steering wheel all the way to the left. This moves the rack block
inside the housing to the end in front of the fill plug and leaves the area empty. Remove the fill plug. Note that there are three brax screws holding the top plate for housing. Locate the bolt furthest from the filling plug and remove it. In the Bottom Fill Plug boxes it's usually a 1/2 screw, on the upper fill plug boxes it's usually a 9/16 screw.
Insert the end of the grease gun pipe into a filling plug hole. Pump grease into the box until grease until fat begins to squirt the bolthole in the top plate. Reinstall the latch of the top panel and the fill plug. Turn the steering wheel the other way. Remove the fill plug and screw the top board and start pumping grease into the box again. Stop
when Grease starts to emerge a hole in the latch of the top plate. Reinstall the screw of the top panel and fill plug and tighten correctly. Turn the steering wheel from avoiding the lock several times to distribute grease inside the box. Some of the fat may appear around a fan-style fill plug or when the input shaft enters the box. It's normal
and just the box unloads excess grease. Ford used grease in front of me inside the steering box. Lubricates the mechanical actions of the box well, it is thick enough to cling to parts without escaping to settle to the bottom, and is soft enough to flow back and forth inside the box by pumping a suspension cabinet block and sector teeth.
The heat of the exhaust manile and engine will soften it on cold days and yet the grease remains thick enough not to squirm and squirt out of the lower seal. Grease a chassis in front of me or good lithium will work in this situation and it is easy to find in pipes and install using a common cartridge-style grease gun.. Do not use liquid
lubricant (such as 90w China liquid) in a steering box. Liquid lubricants will sit in a box and will not filter the upper parts of the gears. It will also seep through the bearings and leak out the bottom seal. Do not use grease bearing a wheel inside the box. Oil carries a wheel that is too thick to coat and work properly. Wheel bearing oil is
designed for the high heat environment of the brake system and does not soften in heat and will not flow through the box like a lubricant on a subscription basis. Warning A steering pin material won't help if the box is already damaged or worn inside. A steering box that has excessive play that cannot be adjusted outwards, a rough action



or a ratchetie when rotating, or a binding will not be cured by shielding. Installing heavier or lighter oil won't help. Shielding is To prevent wear and crania on parts in good condition and will not compensate for damage or wear caused by insufficient lubrication first, rusty corrosion or improper bearing adjustments and settings. Unventilated
style fill plug is used on boxes with long input shaft fan style filling plug used on boxes with short input shafts
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